Figure 1: An example of SGTK graph visualization in a genome browser mode. Green rectangles represent contigs mapped to the reference genome, coordinates of which are indicated above. Green and light green circles correspond to the contigs mapped to positions out of displayed range (different color is used for different strands). Vertices surrounded by dark circles have hidden adjacent edges, which can be expanded by mouse click. Red and blue edges represent connections originated from scaffolds obtained using two different methods, yellow edges -mate-pair reads. Despite the presence of mate-pairs, scaffolder that corresponds to blue edges was not able to resolve a repeat near position 4619 kbp.
Figure 1: An example of SGTK graph visualization in a genome browser mode. Green rectangles represent contigs mapped to the reference genome, coordinates of which are indicated above. Green and light green circles correspond to the contigs mapped to positions out of displayed range (different color is used for different strands). Vertices surrounded by dark circles have hidden adjacent edges, which can be expanded by mouse click. Red and blue edges represent connections originated from scaffolds obtained using two different methods, yellow edges -mate-pair reads. Despite the presence of mate-pairs, scaffolder that corresponds to blue edges was not able to resolve a repeat near position 4619 kbp. Size of the vertex is proportional to the contig length in the logarithmic scale. Vertices surrounded by dark circles have adjacent edges that are currently hidden and can be displayed on mouse click. SGTK also supports zooming, navigating, moving and erasing vertices using mouse. Left functional panel displays: (i) additional information about graph element, which is pointed to with the mouse cursor, (ii) layout and filtration selection menus, (iii) information about linkage sources (e.g. sequencing libraries, scaffolds, assembly graph connections) and (iv) check-boxes for displaying the information near graph elements, such as length, ID, etc. Right panel contains the list of graph components, of which component number 24 is currently selected. Top panel contains search and zoom controls. Below the main visualization area the entire component is displayed, where the current view is highlighted. 
